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The provision of Military Assistance to the Civil Powers (MACP)

encapsulates the traditional approach towards countering terrorism on the

British mainland, which emphasises minimum force, proportionality, police

primacy and the rule of law, with the military retained as a supporting

instrument, being employed only as ameasure of last resort. Recent terrorist

incidents in major urban centres do, however, question the effectiveness of

these established methods. This analysis initially codifies the conceptual

issues that underscore the tensions between civil policing and military anti-

terrorist approaches in the UK, and proceeds to evaluate and compare a

number of operations that indicate the nature of the challenges facing the

MACP apparatus. In particular, potential shortcomings in the MACP

provisions are identified in the form of threat perception and deployment

and enforcement gaps. The assessment finds that there are facets of MACP

that are of enduring relevance in the current era, yet a continuing need

persists to reconcile police and military imperatives toward serious civil

disorder contingencies and conditions of emergency.

I think it is right that I should explain to you clearly, and in writing, the way in

which my police officers are dealing with the taking of the hostages in the

Iranian Embassy. I am responsible for preserving the peace and enforcing the

law in London and I do this independently of politicians and the government.

I and my officers deeply wish to work towards the peaceful solution of what

has occurred. We fully understand. . .[you] feel threatened. . .but you need not

be frightened or threatened by the police. It is not our way in Britain to resort

to violence against those who are peaceful. . .I firmly hope that we can now

bring this incident to a close peacefully and calmly.1

Thus reads the letter from Police Commissioner Sir David McNee to the six gunmen

in the Iranian Embassy, at Prince’s Gate, London, 1980. From this, the essence

of ‘a particular national tradition of how to go about counter-insurgency’2 can be

defined. The politically-motivated hostage taking at the embassy was an extremely

high-profile incident which culminated in ‘five days of patient talking and ten
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minutes of ruthless efficiency, [which seemed] to the public just how terrorists

should be treated’,3 and the result can be held up as a prime example of civil-military

cooperation and operational expedience that has been the hallmark of the British

approach to dealing with terrorist related incidents. This approach, as McNee’s

statement encapsulates, emphasises the principles of minimum force and the

proportionality of response, conducted within the rule of law with the police, rather

than military, at the forefront of any anti-terrorist campaign. Again, as McNee’s

statement indicates, this tradition holds that through such methods the possibility of

concluding such incidents without resort to violence is accentuated. The question we

may pose, however, is to what extent have recent terrorist incidents in major urban

centres on mainland Britain called into question the effectiveness of the traditional

style of anti-terrorist response?

In response to a terrorist threat, howsoever defined, the state can adopt two

strategies:, either counter-terrorist or anti-terrorist. Townshend maintains that these

terms are often incorrectly used interchangeably, as they are subtlety different;

‘counter-terrorism is a passive response, while anti-terrorism is an aggressive and

potent tool of government’.4 He also asserts that anti-terrorist steps are ‘largely

defensive’,5 possibly alluding to the fact that anti-terrorism is more proactive and

operational in nature. Equally, it is important to remember that for anti-terrorist

operations, ‘success at the tactical level translates into operational impact and

strategic significance’.6 Consequently, for liberal societies like Britain, the

‘government must achieve the almost super-human task of using enough force to

deter terrorist aggression, while at the same time avoiding any damage or injury to

the innocent, whose moral support and co-operation they require’.7

The importance of these imperatives is reflected in the apparatus available for

combating terrorism in the United Kingdom. The principal responsibility for this duty

is invested in the civil powers, namely the Home Office police forces. They have the

task of responding, at least in the initial stages, to incidents of terrorism on the British

mainland. However, as in the Iranian Embassy siege, provision to combat terrorism

with military means is permitted under the apparatus of Military Assistance to the

Civil Powers (MACP). The MACP arrangements are a subset of the wider provisions

incorporated into the apparatus of Military Assistance to the Civilian Authorities

(MACA), which specifically allows for the ‘use of troops in formed bodies, often

armed, to assist the civil powers in maintenance of law and order’.

Comparison between successful operations such as the Iranian Embassy siege

(30 April 1980) and the Heathrow troop deployment (12 February 2003) with other

operations such as the Stansted Airport bomb scare (14 October 2004), and raids in

Wood Green, North London (5 January 2002) and Crumpsall, North Manchester

(15 February 2003), are indicative of the new challenges facing the security forces.

These incidents will be evaluated in this study because they illustrate the potential

obstacles inherent to the MACP apparatus. These include ‘threat and threshold

perception’, the identification of threats, as well as the point at which the decision to

activate MACP or conduct some other action such as military assault, are taken. The

incidents in questions also demonstrate the tension between the ‘deployment’ and
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‘enforcement’ gaps. The latter two concepts, articulated by Dziedzic in his analysis

of peace support operations, and employed by Hills in her analysis of British Army

doctrine, can easily be transposed into the theatre of urban civil-military anti-

terrorist operations and will be used in this analysis as a template to understand some

of the challenges that confront traditional British anti-terrorist responses in an era

characterised by a heightened sense of threat to potentially catastrophic acts of

violence portended by the September 11, 2001 attacks in the United States.

Essentially, as Hills explains, ‘Dziedzic proposes a conceptual framework which

offers insights into the interface between the military and police. . .he describes the

time lag between the arrival of the two forces as creating a deployment gap’.8 Thus,

‘the deployment gap is about timing [and] the enforcement gap [is about] skills and

roles’.9 MACP attempts to accommodate the enforcement gap while maintaining the

constitutional division of power, minimising coercive risk to the state and, as a

result, can be seen as an attempt to locate the issue of terrorism, (which could be said

to be situated somewhere ‘between war and politics’),10 by transposing it onto

existing power structures, professional distinctions, and traditional (Clausewitzian)

understandings of war and politics. Therefore ‘the constitutional position is the

determining factor, but also there is the influence of history and tradition, which

affects the public attitude towards violence, culture, the mixture of groups and

classes, and the ability of society to adapt itself to a changing environment, and

changing social conditions.’11 In this respect, as Hills notes:

It can be argued that the military’s failure to address the all pervasive influence

of crime in current support operations is unsurprising, for the British military

are, after all, professionally distinct in role and function from the police, and

the defining feature of military-police relations in the UK is one of ‘police

primacy’. As [the] riots in Bristol and Brixton emphasised, even when the

Army assists in enforcing order, it is required to hand back responsibility for

maintaining order to the police as soon as is practicable.

Hills also observes that: ‘This understanding has been reinforced by the

improvements made after the riots to the public order capabilities of Home Office

police forces, and by the fact that the variety of roles the Army has performed in

Northern Ireland are specifically based on the operational and political requirements

of the civil police’.12 The assumptions underlying this policy, as Beckett maintains,

is that ‘entrusting primacy to the civil authorities and the primary role in meeting

internal violence to the police, rather than to the military, assists in preventing

escalation and in retaining an air of normalcy, especially if there is good

understanding between the civil and military authorities’.13

THE MACP APPARATUS

MACP allows the provision of ‘assistance in emergencies and to special projects of

significant value to the civil community, support to the police in the performance of

their duties, (in particular the police service of Northern Ireland), and to civil
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authorities in providing home security across the UK’. Additionally, the provision

includes: ‘Support to Customs and Excise on counter-drugs operations, and such

activity as the provision of bomb disposal experts when needed’.14 This, coupled

with the fact that the civil police usually fill the role of first-respondent to almost all

incidents, means that anti-terrorism operations function under a system of police

primacy and by extension, civilian control,15 with any subsequent shift to military

control requiring formal written authorisation, to ensure legal accountability.

To activate the MACP apparatus, it is necessary for the most senior police officer

attending (the on-scene commander) to place a request with the Home Secretary,

which must be cleared by Cabinet members,16 before the military can be deployed in

support of the police.17

This does not mean that they go immediately to the incident and take over; it

does mean, however, that the military is on-site and ready for any emergency

that might occur. In practice what often happens is that the police Chief

Constable will telephone Special Air Service (SAS) counter-terrorist

headquarters directly, and put the regiment on stand-by, prior to any official

authorisation from the Home Office.’18

This process, it may be argued, can cause a deployment gap between civil and

military responses and lead to further delay as the military liaise with the civil

powers to resolve issues of planning, command and control, identified as ‘a period of

reconstitution’ by Dziedzic.19 Comparison of response times between the civil police

and the military are illustrative, if unsurprising. Since there is ‘no national standard

for police responses’20 in the UK and ‘target times for responding to urgent incidents

vary between forces, but a typical standard is ten minutes for urban calls and twenty

minutes for rural calls’.21 Police dispatch usually prioritises calls using a grading

system, which ranges from immediate attendance to no attendance, with immediate

attendance calls requiring a response within 15 minutes of the call being received.

Effective policing practices of ‘boroughs of responsibility’, strategic deployment of

response units and roving foot and vehicle patrols, allow deployments ‘in-situ’ to

most incidents in major cities, thereby cutting response times. However, deployment

of specialised capabilities such as armed response units may require slightly longer

to coordinate. In the event of the deployment of the SAS Counter-Terrorist

team, based at Hereford, team members are recalled from within a 30 miles radius

of their base, briefed and vehicles made ready. If the distance to the incident exceeds

three hours’ drive time, they fly to the nearest airfield.22 Consequently, response

times will vary accordingly, dependent on the location of the incident in mainland

Britain.

This extended process of authorisation is partly due to historical legacy. Writing

of the coal-miners strike of 1984/85, Sir Peter de la Billiere recalled that ‘it was clear

government policy that the military should have no part in dealing with unrest in the

United Kingdom. Police primacy was absolute – and this was hardly surprising as

[at this time] the Government was more concerned about industrial unrest than any

other kind, and did not want the Army involved in activities like the suppression of
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strikes’.23 Accordingly, the position of the police and military can be clearly

differentiated because ‘in Britain, technically the policeman has never been an

executive either of the central or local government’.24 Sir Robert Mark, Metropolitan

Police Commissioner of London, addressing the Royal College of Defence Studies

in 1972 said: ‘The individual constable, as a citizen in uniform, must consider

carefully the situation on its merits and only interfere if the law is being broken. His

authority cannot be widened or restricted by anyone but Parliament. He is

accountable for his actions only to the law and ultimately public opinion’.25 Thus

‘the relatively small numbers of police, their lack of offensive equipment, their

limited powers and their accountability, all demonstrate a unique subservience to,

rather than mastery of, the public’,26 and ‘although in Britain the Army has not been

seriously involved in assisting the police to keep law and order for over fifty years,

the same rules of accountability apply to its soldiers. From a legal point of view, they

are civilians in uniform who may be armed with deadly weapons’.27 As a result, the

traditional approach to anti-terrorism in the UK has emphasised restraint and respect

for the rule of law. ‘Domestic revolutionary terrorism [creates] serious problems for

liberal democracies as the liberties of a democratic society are ultimately dependant

upon the maintenance of the rule of law’28 since ‘unless government ensures that the

law of the land is obeyed, the whole system of rights and obligations breaks down’.29

Consequently, in the UK, terrorism is placed under the rubric of criminalisation ‘as

behaviour that is either undesirable or offends current values’.30

Terrorism, in the words of one analyst, ‘is the most flagrant form of defiance of

the rule of law. [As it] challenges government’s prerogative of the monopoly of

armed force within the state’:31 one common contemporary definition of terrorism

being ‘the use or threat, for the purpose of advancing a political, religious, or

ideological course of action, of serious violence against any persons or property’.32

Even geographically localised incidents of terrorism possess the ability to assume

national or even international significance; ‘it is therefore vital for governments to

act speedily and forcefully against them and, above all, to reserve their power to

govern’.33 ‘Criminality in such a context is, to some extent, both symbolic and

relative, because it is a social and politicised process.’34

The current debate about the value of MACP as a tool in the anti-terrorist

armoury is limited largely to the exploration of the relationship between the

problem of crime and British Army doctrine. As Hills points out: a ‘policing role

for the military is discounted, and related topics, such as why the civilian police

do not have doctrine, are not discussed’.35 Often, MACP is considered a matter

of national security policy and treated with secrecy. Many issues related to

MACP are considered sub judice, with operational reviews being conducted

either by the police or the military, with very little public or academic access or

scrutiny. Consequently, the continuing relevance of MACP’s provisions in an

ostensibly new era of terrorist threats, especially the implications ‘for the

relationship between military and other organisations’ has not been properly

addressed.36

In Dorman’s view:
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despite this, the analytical challenges of urban operations are significant, not

least because many of the issues underpinning operations, such as national

interest, globalization, information technology, social change, and, indeed, the

application of military force itself, to say nothing of war-fighting, are

themselves controversial and need to be seen in the wider security context.37

From the standpoint of former Chief of the Defence Staff, Field Marshal Edwin

Bramall:

it would be ‘totally inappropriate’ to use the armed forces unless disorder was

occurring on such a scale that the police could not cope, and the whole

parliamentary system was in danger of being overthrown. Bramall was

particularly exercised by a concern for a ‘grey-area’ in which an exhausted, ill-

trained and badly-equipped police force was made vulnerable. Even then, he

did not want the Army drawn in, recommending instead that the police should

train in ‘anti-riot drills’ and acquire protective equipment. He added, however,

that if the police wanted specialised equipment, such as helicopters, they

would not ask in vain.38

This perspective illustrates the controversy, and potential institutional resistance,

resulting from a traditionalist interpretation of rights, roles and responsibilities: the

enforcement gap. Ultimately, MACP establishes a tripartite system of command and

control which conforms not only to Bramall’s views, but also the responsibilities of

professionalised armed forces, namely, the security forces filling the three roles of

representative (the provision of commentary on the political landscape), advisory

(the provision of specialised expert advice) and executive function (the execution of

military action). As a result the established command system rests somewhat

disjointedly amongst the most senior attending police officer (on-scene

commander), the Director of Military Operations (the SAS Anti-terrorist team

being overseen by the Ministry of Defence’s Joint Operations Centre), and the

government in the form of Whitehall and Cabinet Office Briefing Room (COBR):

When the team was set up, the Director SAS, was co-opted on to the Cabinet

Office Committee. The most senior officer, the Chief of the General Staff, had

previously represented the armed forces. In the event of any terrorist incident,

he [the Director SAS] would go to Downing Street and sit at the same table as

the Home Secretary and the Prime Minister.39

COMPARISON OF CIVIL/MILITARY CAPABILITIES AND APPROACHES

Civil Authority Capabilities

The civil police and the military, partly as a result of professional distinction,

institutional character, equipment, procedures and understandings, tend to conduct

operations in differing manners. The principal objective of the police, as indicated in

McNee’s statement to the Iranian Embassy terrorists, is to maintain peace, law,

order and ‘normalcy’. Clearly, the traditional policing outlook is informed by the
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‘criminal justice model’ of anti-terrorism. ‘General crime management is more

properly part of the function and role of the police, rather than that of any military’,

Hills maintains, ‘but it is one [with] which most militaries must come to terms,

because their role will reflect the limitations of the police and policing, especially in

peace support operations’.40 Even so, this does not prevent tensions arising. As

Connor states in relation to the Iranian Embassy siege: ‘senior policemen were

annoyed that the SAS was going to be used on the mainland to do a job which by law

and by police preference they felt they should be doing’.41 However, Sir Peter de La

Billiere noted at the time that, equally ‘we, the military, had to be careful not to turn

ourselves into policemen or usurp police responsibilities’.42

The Police Firearms Unit, based at Lippitts Hill Camp (originally D11, now

SO19), was formed as a direct result of crime in December 1966, after the murder of

three officers in Foxtrot Eleven, an unmarked police car, by armed robbers.43 Until

then, training, weapons and tactics had been almost non-existent. Initially SO19 was

tasked only with training duties, but by 1980, 4,800 officers had been trained to carry

firearms.44 ‘The unit steadily expanded to provide teams of officers, highly trained

and specially equipped, to deal with serious (armed) crime, hostage rescue, and

terrorists seizing key installations and captives.’45 The unit was also given an anti-

terrorism role and during the Iranian Embassy siege, according to Katz, D11 secured

‘an outer-perimeter and put snipers in place until the [SAS] could take control of the

situation’.46 However, Sir Peter de La Billiere indicated at the siege that ‘the police

[in general] were not equipped to deal with what amounted to a military force of half

a dozen fanatics armed with automatic weapons, hand-grenades and possibly

explosives: therefore, sooner or later, the SAS would have to be involved’.47

The Approach of the Civil Authorities

Most police operations, regardless of their scale, employ the practice of

‘containment’. As a policing concept it was developed by Harvey Schlossberg, in

collaboration with a study conducted by Simon Eisendorfer48 of the New York

Police Department in the early 1970s.49 It consists of the establishment of at least one

perimeter cordon and the imposition of an area of control, thereby isolating the

incident, (controlling access to the exclusion of the media and general public),

preventing further risk and allowing the authorities to perform their duties without

interference. Standard procedure is to ‘devise a plan and deploy a [firearms] team

safely with minimal risk to the public – the main priority of any firearms

operation’.50 This concept was enhanced by the introduction of Armed Response

Vehicles in 1991: ‘these vehicles in typical police markings, are crewed by

uniformed officers who have been selected and trained to stabilize and control armed

incidents, stop and search suspect vehicles, and search premises. These armed

officers are the first to arrive on scene and, in serious cases, will support and prepare

the ground for the specialist firearms teams’.51

Since its formation, SO19’s duties have increased exponentially. In Katz’s

estimation:
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in the 1980s, it was considered a busy year if the unit received two or three call

outs; now, in 1995, the unit responds to that many calls each day. This dramatic

increase in workload is due partly to changing crime patterns, and partly to the

need for a highly professional approach in dealing with armed crime and

terrorist offences serious enough to involve weaponry, yet not beyond that

invisible border when the Ministry of Defence would assume control of the

situation and call in a Special Air Service SP [Special Project] Team.52

Thus, police firearms units have reached an advanced state of development,

providing civil contribution to the state anti-terrorist apparatus, but are still unable to

handle such an incident as the Prince’s Gate siege, independent of military

assistance. As a result, these units are essentially supplementary to the military

teams. Prior to 1998 the SAS’s operational capacity in terms of skill and training in

firearms use was ‘way ahead of anything the police could offer’.53 This enforcement

gap is illustrated by an anecdote of ex-SAS member Kenneth Connor:

the elite armed police team had to storm a building and rescue a group of

hostages. My colleague and I [Connor] were playing the terrorists. The police

team duly burst in, but in the paintball fire-fight that followed they took

massive casualties without hitting any of us. The police were forced into an

ignominious retreat without rescuing a single hostage. A rapid re-evaluation of

police tactics and procedures ensued.54

This level of unresponsiveness can be accounted for by the fact that armed police

units are required to staff a multitude of other commitments, such as static security

of airports and government installations, armed support of the regular police and

response to incidents involving firearms. This concentration of police effort on

so-called ‘level two’ activities55 diverges considerably from the high-intensity,

high-tempo hostage rescue assaults, which require the elite ‘level one’ firearms

instructors.56 The principal focus of level one operations is, therefore, of an entirely

different scale involving ‘criminals with exceptional firepower, hostage rescue, and

armed besieged criminals, that may involve terrorists’.57 As a result, the main role of

these police units is one of a stand-off position, in the form of (counter-) sniper and

observation support, as in the case of the Iranian Embassy siege; that is, performing

these duties in support of the SAS counter-terrorist/hostage rescue team.

Additionally, although highly trained in their particular field, the police are not

provided with, nor permitted, the wealth of specialised equipment, such as wall-

breech cannons, thermal-lances and cutting charges.58 Likewise, the SAS counter-

terrorist teams have the opportunity to practise their tactics far more intensively.

‘Related to this’ according to Hills:

is the fact that British police do not conduct paramilitary raids as such. The

drugs raid on the Broadwater Farm estate in 1989 may have been as carefully

planned and executed as a first-class military raid by commandos; the police

concerned may have worn [SAS-style] uniforms, but the raid was not of the
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armed forces. It was a police operation, by policemen, in support of policing

objectives, which fulfilled police functions. Even the siege of the Iranian

Embassy was essentially a police operation in which specialist assistance was

required from the military under the rules of MACP.59

In addition, the police are by law, tradition and training, bound to the preservation of

life, trained to shoot only in extremis, with the objective of managing escalation,

neutralising threat and protecting individuals from harm. As evidenced in this post-

operation statement issued by Sir David McNee after the SAS operation at Prince’s

Gate:

It is a matter of deep regret that the siege had to be ended by violence. Police

waited and negotiated patiently over six days and tried every possible means

except giving-in to terrorism. This was, and never will be, considered by us as an

option. Over the last few days, five hostages were released by negotiation. We

were determined that the police would not be the first if it came to aggression.60

Military Capabilities

The SAS Anti-Terrorist Unit, (also known as the Special Project or ‘Pagoda’ Team),

was first established as a direct result of terrorism, in response to the failed hostage

rescue attempt at Fürstenfeldbruck airfield by the West German authorities on 5

September 1972,61 which resulted in the death of all nine hostages and five of eight

members of the Palestinian Black September movement.62 Governmental

recognition of the problem of terrorism and contemporary military capabilities led

to the formation of the Counter Revolutionary Warfare Cell,63 established by

Captain Andrew Massey,64 and which, during 1972/73 was to evolve into the

counter-terrorist unit under the rubric of Operation ‘Pagoda’.65 Training was

undertaken in two primary fields of expertise, those of entry and shooting.66 The

‘Special Project’ team or ‘sabre squadron’ is a 24-hour standby squadron (rotated on

a regular basis), to perform anti-terrorist and hostage rescue duties: the chief

rationale being to ‘carry out ‘‘hard’’ arrests, (not killing the suspect), sometimes

against an enemy known to be armed’.67

The squadron consists of 64 men split into four 16-man teams. Each team

comprises a command and control element, including specialist signals and

intelligence operators, together with assault and sniper teams. On arrival at an

incident, an ‘Immediate Action’ plan is established, until a more sophisticated plan

can be developed. The immediate action plan for the Iranian Embassy siege consisted

of little more than preparations to be executed within ten minutes to gain rapid entry at

basement or ground level, proceeding up the four floors, shooting as many terrorists

and saving as many hostages as possible. The later plan, Operation ‘Nimrod’, was far

more sophisticated, employing a life-size mock-up of the embassy interior at Regent’s

Park Barracks, based on information received from police technical support, with

multiple points of entry and an abseil assault supported by smoke, CS tear gas and a

‘flash-bang’ diversion lowered into the main stairwell of the embassy.
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The Military Approach

In spite of claims that ‘existing Army doctrine is based on Clausewitzian concepts

that may be inappropriate for the 21st Century’,68 in such major incidents as anti-

terrorist and hostage rescue operations, the Iranian Embassy siege being one such

example, the military are permitted, when situations are considered to be beyond the

control and expertise of the civil powers, to employ an application of force to

‘compel the enemy to do our will’.69 This achieves the Clausewitzian aim ‘of all

strategy, to concentrate forces, to seek out the main forces of the enemy, to defeat

them and to exploit the victory until the defeated party submits to the will of the

victor and accepts his conditions’70 thereby providing a ‘military solution’ to the

situation, as opposed to the attempted ‘political solution’ of negotiation and

amelioration by the civil authorities. As Hills maintains:

It is clear that civilian authorities will continue to look to military forces for

assistance in such situations. The military alone are seen to have the effective

command and control, discipline, skills, transport, and escalation-dominance

weapons which deter warring factions from confronting peace-keepers in

particular. Their resources appear flexible enough to provide a breathing space

for stabilisation measures, to verify disengagement, and to assist in the

policing of civil order.71

Ultimately, differences between the police and military approaches rest upon the

difference between ‘isolation and containment’ and, in its most fundamental sense,

the ‘conclusion’ of an incident by the use of military force. Therefore, as Bunker

suggests, in the nexus between war and crime armies must ‘confront criminal-

soldiers’.72 The Clausewitzian trinity of violence, chance and subordination to

politics, which in some respects characterises the fundamental nature of MACP, can

be adapted to the issues of terrorism and civil-military assistance. The traditional

Clausewitzian trinity can be amended, with the substitution of war, crime and politics

in place of the original values. Terrorism sits firmly in the centre of these relationships,

between all three values. This is by no means a rigid arrangement, as dependent on

circumstance, terrorism could shift towards any of these three values given that it lies

at the intersection of crime, politics and war.

Bunker says that his approach more accurately reflects the capability gap that

exists between police officers trained to fight crime, and soldiers trained to

wage war, and is most evident in contemporary peace support operations.

He judges that there is no [Western] public institution which can operate in

this not-crime-not-war environment, and implies that the military must

therefore confront the issue, because their presence in such an environment

means that they will be forced to deal with it anyway.73

However, ‘none of these developments are’, according to Hills, ‘reflected in current

doctrine, which remains reactively based on, and expressed in, Clausewitzian
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principles. This is not a problem in itself, for many Clausewitzian concepts are as

useful as ever in certain circumstances’.74

Further to this, in civil-military terms, it could be said that the sides of the triangle

are bordered by the institutions of government, the military and the police. Terrorism,

again, is situated and shifts between the influences of these three institutions. MACP

firmly sits between all three institutions and values, and attempts to delineate clear

lines of responsibility to provide a suitable solution. With these issues in mind, let us

examine a number of case studies, beginning with the Iranian Embassy siege, along

with more recent terrorist-related incidents that can help us gain an appreciation of the

continued relevance and validity of MACP.

THE IRANIAN EMBASSY URBAN SIEGE

One of the most significant terrorist incidents in the UK was the Iranian Embassy

siege at Prince’s Gate, London, which began on 30 April 1980 and concluded six

days later. It clearly exemplified politically-motivated hostage-taking, when six

gunmen assumed control of the embassy and demanded freedom for the Arabic-

Khuzestani minority from Ayatollah Khomeini’s repressive theocratic regime, and

the creation of an independent state of Khuzestan (Arabistan).75

The siege demonstrated all of the elements of the deployment gap, enforcement

gap and threshold perception, despite it having been considered a highly successful

operation. In terms of the civil response, the incident began at 11:32, with the

overpowering of PC Trevor Lock, a member of the Diplomatic Protection Group

(A11) attached to the Iranian Embassy. By 11:35, other elements of A11, an armed

section of the Metropolitan police, were on-scene. The initial response was to

contain the incident at a tactical level, and make initial contact with those inside the

embassy. At 13:09, D11 marksmen arrived and secured a wider containment area,

this was followed by the arrival of Anti-Terrorist Branch and Special Patrol Group

(another heavily armoured police firearms unit, occasionally supplemented with

SAS members based at the Duke of York’s Barracks in Chelsea), at 14:25.76

Approximately half an hour later the SAS arrived, in the form of an advance party,

to perform the primary duties of surveillance, situation-assessment and liaison with

the civil powers. They were not capable of conducting any form of offensive action.

The main team were in fact initially notified informally, by a former SAS Corporal,

Dusty Gray,77 who had been attached to the ‘hard dog’ unit at Heathrow Airport, which

was initially considered for use in containing any breakout from the embassy.

Officially, SAS bleepers alerted team members at 11:4878 and the unit moved to

Beaconsfield for a briefing while awaiting a formal request from the Metropolitan

Police.79 Despite the presence of the Special Patrol Group and advance party, an

immediate hostage rescue was not possible. With no records of the response times

being officially available, the deployment gap can reasonably be calculated as the

equivalent of a drive from Beaconsfield to Central London in 1980.

In terms of the deployment and enforcement gap, the Iranian Embassy was

complicated by the fact that it was a hostage situation. Invariably sieges are
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intentionally engineered by the authorities to become prolonged in an attempt to

manufacture time and to conduct information gathering. ‘[In the siege] as the strain

took it its toll on the hostages, they started to suffer from various aliments, and the

terrorists released sick individuals one at a time. With each came more information

about conditions inside the Embassy.’80 Thus, in military terms it could be said that

‘the battle space is now multifaceted, having expanded to include terrain, time, space,

perception’.81 Time also allows attempts at peaceful negotiation, thereby providing a

political solution to the situation. The objective is to impose a routine on the siege,

creating predictability, through such simple activities as basic administration (food

preparation, feeding, drinking, sleeping, excretion and conversing with the

authorities). This has two effects: to slowly wear down the hostage-takers under

psychological pressure and assist the hostage rescue team in the creation of surprise in

the opening stages of an assault. Additionally, as recognised at the Iranian Embassy,

‘the longer the siege dragged on, the more time our soldiers had to perfect their assault

plan. The essence of it was speed [aggression] and surprise’.82

As a result of the prolonged nature of the operation, a natural escalation of

capabilities can be observed, beyond the initial commitment, contributing to the

enforcement and deployment gaps, creating Clausewitzian friction and inertia. The

difficulties of command and control are illustrated by the fact that, in the closing stages

of the siege ‘hostages found themselves on the east side of the Embassy, with the

ambulances waiting to whisk them away stranded on the other side of the building’.83

Aside from the all-pervasive ‘fog of war’ which inevitably complicates such

operations at a fundamental level, this can be further accounted for by the difficulties

in coordinating and deploying, both temporally, and spatially, a vast number of

organisations and resources, rapid changes in circumstance, the improvised nature of

the response, and the tempo (action-reaction cycle) of operations.

This exponential escalation of capabilities is typical of sieges, as once regular

police have contained the situation, tactical firearms units may be deployed and

command posts established. Assistance from intelligence gathering units,84 hostage

negotiation teams, translators, psychiatrists and medical expertise may follow,

ambulances and fire appliances being held in reserve. Additionally, airborne units

may be used for surveillance, command, assault or medical evacuation. Electronic

countermeasures and explosive ordinance disposal technicians may also become

necessary, and in the event of prolonged operations, the organisation of shift rotations

and the contributions of caterers and utility workers may be required. The conduct of

the Iranian Embassy siege by the Metropolitan Police displayed all of this, as well as

the requirement for inter-departmental and inter-agency cooperation, along with the

extremely high level of attention to detail required to resolve such incidents.85 An

example was the attempt to raise ambient noise levels inside the embassy, to assist in

the stealth insertion of microphones for intelligence gathering, initially achieved by

ordering the gas board to dig up the road outside with a pneumatic drill.86 Once this

effort was compromised, aircraft were redirected from Heathrow to a flight path over

the embassy.87 As a result ‘representatives from the Foreign Office, the Ministry of

Defence, the Security and Intelligence Service, and public utilities such as the gas-
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board, water-board, and the British Airports Authority’88 formed part of the Cabinet

Office Briefing Room apparatus.

The Iranian Embassy siege also raises issues concerning threshold perception,

regarding the decision to launch the hostage rescue assault, ‘[as, retrospectively, in

1985], every protracted siege dealt with by [D11] had ended in a peacefully negotiated

surrender’.89 It is interesting to note ‘in this sort of siege the police are prepared to sit it

out and negotiate and negotiate until they were blue in the face’.90 On earlier

occasions, such as the ‘Spaghetti House’ siege, the application of psychological

pressure by the Metropolitan Police, combined with the increasingly squalid

conditions in the basement of the Kensington restaurant, led to the peaceful surrender

of the three Nigerian gunmen.91 Again, in the Balcombe Street siege, after

considerable negotiation, the four Irish Republican Army hostage-takers peacefully

surrendered at the mere hint of possible SAS intervention. In both incidents, which

preceded the Iranian Embassy siege by five years, the police approach was effective.

In short, ‘this worked. But once [terrorists] start shooting people, they are murderers.

There is no guarantee they are going to stop, and that’s the time to go in’92.

Throughout the entire incident there were hopes of a breakthrough in

negotiations and a peaceful conclusion to the siege; the terrorists had even stated

that they would not harm British nationals. Additionally, the executive decision of

the then Home Secretary William Whitelaw, who ‘decided that an assault on the

Embassy would be justified if two or more of the hostages were killed’93

established the Rules of Engagement (RoE) for the rescue team. ‘The attacking

force in almost every modern urban battle has begun operations with a strict set

of RoE designed to limit collateral damage, but balancing restrictive and

permissive RoE has usually proved difficult in the face of the ubiquitous media

presence, so RoE tend to conform to political rather than military logic.’94

Whitelaw believed, ‘one death. . .could occur as the result of an accident, and

negotiations might carry on after it: but if a second hostage were murdered, and

more threatened, that would be sufficient cause for an attack’.95

A first shooting was confirmed after the body of Abbas Lavasani,96 was deposited

outside the embassy. There were fears that ‘a second person might also be dead, and

under the ‘‘two-death-rule’’ the SAS requested permission to make an attack’.97

Three hours elapsed between the shooting of Abbas Lavasani and the final assault on

the embassy, a delay which otherwise may not normally have occurred. According

to Connor:

In counter-terrorist operations, where hostages are not involved, the primary

aim is to prevent the terrorist from firing their weapons or detonating their

bombs. There is no more effective way to achieve that aim than by killing

them, but terrorists known to be unarmed will not be murdered in cold blood,

and even armed terrorists will be detained rather than killed in circumstances

where it is safe to do so.98

In some respects this contrasts with the approach advocated by Alfred Horobin, in

the Police Review, who stated that: ‘a general guide to the tactics to be used from
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the start of a siege. Whatever the motives of the gunmen, the objectives of the

police must always be the same: to secure the release of the hostages unharmed, to

preserve the safety of the general public, to protect the police and to arrest the

offenders’.99 This indicates some of the contradictions between the nature of regular

policing, anti-terrorism and military intervention. In particular, terrorists must not

be led to believe that there is an automatic ‘shoot-to-kill policy’, which removes

any incentive for them to exercise restraint. Yet, ‘military operations require

escalation dominance in order to manage or contain a situation’, which stands in

contrast to the traditional methods of containment exercised by the police.100

However, to ensure consistency of success in anti-terrorist operations requires a

‘continuing need to engage with the nature of policing and professional identity of

the contemporary British military’.101 We can examine these continuing tensions in

method and approach by looking at a number of more recent examples of terrorist

incidents.

HEATHROW AIRPORT SECURITY SUPPORT OPERATION

The deployment of some 450 infantry soldiers of the Civil Contingency Reaction

Force, and a further 1,000 police officers, in February 2003 in support of security

operations in and around Heathrow airport, with ‘troops guarding the airports

perimeters, manning checkpoints and providing security in armoured vehicles

within Heathrow’,102 demonstrated the requirement for civil-military cooperation.

It also demonstrated the benefits of the MACP apparatus. According to Deane-

Drummond, referring to a similar operation in the mid-1970s:

when public security is involved, [especially concerning something outside

their particular field of expertise] the police are likely to ask for military

assistance. Regular examples of actions of this sort have been seen at London

Airport, after the first occasion in January 1974 when information had been

received that Arab terrorists might use hand-held SAM-7 missiles to shoot at

arriving aircraft, [providing] more than sufficient reason for the Army to deal

with them in a very quickly planned and executed operation.103

This illustrates that between 1974 and 2003, very little has changed in respect of

MACP. Perhaps one of MACP’s greatest benefits is its ability to provide additional

manpower, usually one of the greatest challenges facing the state response to

incidents of terrorism, as Deane-Drummond also noted:

one acute question is the provision of manpower, on which all internal security

operations make big demands. Although the doctrine of minimum force

applies to police and army alike, the tendency will be to suck in more men than

may be immediately available. Imaginative leadership is required at all levels

of the security forces to vary the tactics and the equipment that are used.

This should help maintain surprise and keep manpower within limits. It also

makes big demands on the quality of the police or the troops.104
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Both human and material resources are limited, especially when considering the

multitude of commitments, including other incidents requiring the attendance of the

civil powers, which places in certain circumstances, an extreme premium on

resources. ‘Military planners must divert resources to deal [with] public safety tasks

such as emergency law enforcement and reconstruction of civilian infrastructure,

while RoE often conform more closely to political than military logic.’105 MACP

frees up civil resources, substituting or supplementing them with military personnel

and equipment, although as Hills recognised in certain circumstances ‘[combat

troops at least] are not best suited to non-lethal crowd control, diffusion of tension

and surveillance-related activities’.106

The Heathrow deployment attracted considerable public attention as well as

criticism of the action as a media stunt.107 At the time intelligence had indicated a

potential risk of an attack on airliners from a man-portable surface-to-air missile

launcher. Such launchers invariably operate within a ‘footprint’, an area in which a

launch will achieve a strike sufficiently accurate to down an aircraft. This can

usually be determined by considering such factors as the type and range of missile

and the glide-path of the approaching aircraft, which can then be transposed onto the

geographical area. This process is simplified by the relatively open areas

surrounding most civilian airfields. The deployment of infantry and police officers,

‘assisted by the Surrey police [which stopped] vehicles under Heathrow’s flight path

on roads and [established] check points in villages within eight miles of the

airport’,108 occupied this ‘footprint’ area and monitored activity, thereby negating

the threat, effectively ‘putting in place preventative measures to pre-empt any action

that was threatening the airport’.109

In such an environment, in the view of Deane-Drummond, ‘a positive role for the

armed forces to provide administrative backing for the police forces or to take over

responsibility for the less sensitive police duties – thus releasing more police for

operational tasks, seems essential’.110 The deployment also allowed the airport to

continue operations,111 thus minimising disturbance and maintaining ‘normalcy’, as

‘closing the airport would have been a victory for the terrorists and ‘‘catastrophic’’

for Britain’s trade and economy.’112 Additionally, it not only installed a deterrent

capability around the airport, but also increased ‘eyes-on-the-ground’, with an

ability to respond rapidly and appropriately, with the legitimate use of force if

necessary. Clearly, MACP’s continued utility had, in this instance, been amply

demonstrated.

STANSTED AIRPORT BOMB SCARE DEPLOYMENT

In October 2004, the deployment of ‘British Army bomb disposal units and Special

branch officers under the MACP apparatus, to assist the Essex constabulary’,113 in

response to a bomb threat against Virgin Airlines flight VS201 (later found to have

been a hoax), discloses further elements of the deployment gap with apparent

friction and inertia, most notably illustrating how the presumed benefits of inter-

service collaboration succeeds often in generating hostility among agencies.114 This
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results from what Dziedzic describes as ‘a period of re-constitution for the public

security apparatus, in which there are arguments about such matters as which legal

code applies and who is authorised to enforce it’.115

This period was a relatively smooth transition at the Iranian Embassy siege as it

was recognised that ‘the decision to go in [and perform a hostage rescue] would be a

political one, even though it led to the use of military force’.116 However, at Stansted,

‘passengers found themselves in the middle of a turf war between Special Branch

and Essex police, over who would be in charge of this operation’.117 For some 40

minutes, Special Branch and Essex police officers failed to resolve the issue of

operational command and control. The resultant friction could be said to have arisen

from a number of potential sources inherent within the MACP apparatus. This can be

attributed to a lack of a unified command system (a result of constitutional division

of power), a lack of clarity ‘on-the-ground’ regarding lines of authority and

responsibility, with departmental competition for prestige, or institutional

resistance, with all being potential contributory factors. ‘Support operations’, as

Hills maintains, ‘cannot retain freedom of action, or necessarily control the tempo of

operations, if a commander’s perception of the context of his [or her] operations is

fundamentally flawed’.118

Although the particular details of the incident have not been released, and the

resulting availability of information constricted, it is important to consider the

factors of threat and threshold perception when reflecting upon the processes by

which the incident was handled. On performing the initial bomb threat assessment,

the airline had clearly identified a viable risk and acted upon it by communicating it

to the police. Under current aviation security legislation, namely the 1982 Aviation

Security and 1990 Aviation and Maritime Security Acts, it is a legal requirement to

do so.119 Retrospectively, Essex police admitted that they considered the incident ‘a

credible threat which we took very seriously’.120 The on-scene commander, as

required – and previously explained – under the MACP apparatus, must have

considered the threat sufficiently high to request bomb disposal assistance from the

British Army. In accounting for this, and the fact that the 232 passengers121 were not

escorted from the plane for ‘at least forty five minutes’,122 and then ordered to leave

the plane ‘in groups of twenty to be met by armed police and sniffer-dogs, who

were searching for suicide bombers’123 (a necessary, if time-consuming,

precaution), one only has to consider Flanagan’s observation: ‘if there was a

bomb on board the plane, then you would think that getting people off would be the

priority’.124

This incident clearly illustrates the differences in modus operandi, objectives and

priorities between regular policing and anti-terrorist operations, as issues of

reaction, in terms of ensuring the safety of those aboard the airliner, conflicted with a

requirement to identify and apprehend the possible perpetrators, and collect

necessary evidence. The conflict over issues of command and control delayed the

response and reduced its effectiveness, exposing the potentially damaging effects of

the ‘period of reconstitution’.
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THE WOOD GREEN AND CRUMPSALL ‘RICIN RAIDS’

The Wood Green raid in North London resulted in the arrest of seven men and the

discovery of equipment for the extraction of ricin toxin from castor seeds, to which

there is no known antidote, exposure proving fatal if ingested or inhaled125 (although

the effects may be delayed for some hours after exposure).126 On analysis this

equipment tested positive for the presence of ricin at the Defence Science and

Technology Laboratories (DSTL), Porton Down.127 Collection of evidence by the

police for delivery to DSTL for analysis, illustrates a traditionalist perception of

their role and function. The biochemical hazard presented at Wood Green was

perceived to fall below the MACP activation threshold, which could have rendered

assistance from the military, who are more accustomed, better trained and equipped

to recognise and respond to such threats. Response to this incident is indicative of

the new type of operation now being required, and the emerging challenges that are

facing the security forces, especially in terms of threat and threshold perception, and

enforcement gap capabilities.

The Crumpsall raid, which was a joint operation conducted with contributions

from the Greater Manchester and Metropolitan police forces, was carried out in

connection with the raid at Wood Green, and is even more revealing. On the basis of

intelligence received, police initially entered the property in the belief that only one

terror suspect was present, but in fact found three, none of whom were the original

suspect.128 They were arrested and placed into custody and the property was

searched; ‘an hour into the search, one of the North Africans, who had been put into

a protective suit to protect forensic evidence, but not handcuffed, broke free, grabbed

a kitchen knife and lunged at officers’.129 According to a report issued the next day

by the Greater Manchester Police Chief Constable, ‘One of the individuals was

being held by a police officer, a uniformed officer who was protected. It appears that

the suspect managed to break free from the officer, the two of them had then

literally, in fighting, gone into the kitchen area, where the suspect managed to grab

hold of a knife’.130 Special Branch officers and Detective Stephen Oake, who was not

wearing a stab vest, and were outside the property, re-entered in an attempt to assist

in the restraint of the suspect. In the process Oake was stabbed in the chest, later

dying on arrival at North Manchester Hospital. A further five officers were injured,

including the most serious who was knifed in the arm, and considered to be in a

‘critical condition’.131

Considering the initial objectives, this operation was less than successful.

It raises serious questions regarding the level of protection provided to police when

responding to incidents of terrorism, threat recognition, threshold perception, and

the decision to deploy specialised units. Reports state that officers entering the

property were wearing full protective equipment, including body armour,132 and

that armed response resources were available throughout the operation for

immediate deployment as required, but firearms officers were not deployed in

specific support of the operation.133 Nevertheless, three un-handcuffed suspects

were left in the custody of a single officer. They may have been subdued prior to the
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attack, but the fundamental point raised is whether a terrorist requires any different

treatment from that of a common criminal. It might be argued that the Crumpsall

raid displays the characteristics of a cornered professional criminal in the

assailants’ ‘fight or flight reaction’134 rather than, ipso facto, that of a terrorist. Even

so, it must be considered whether regular civil police may be, as a result of

tradition, training and experience, unaccustomed to dealing with the potential level

of violence of terrorist incidents.

Although specific details of the operation have not been released for obvious

reasons, the fact that North Manchester Hospital was closed overnight until 16

February 2003 to conduct observation and precautionary decontamination of a

further nine officers, admitted post-incident, suggests that the police entered the

property without taking appropriate precautions against exposure to ricin toxin,135

despite post-operation claims that there was nothing to suggest ricin, or any similar

substance was present in the property.136 That the arrest was planned in connection

with the operation at Wood Green, where ricin toxin had been confirmed present

(although specific details regarding quantities were not provided, and may have been

as low as trace levels), with no subsequent revision of police procedures at the

Crumpsall operation, is potentially alarming. In part, the lack of preparation may be

attributable to regional variations in force procedures across the UK and the

difficulties in communicating threat information and formulating an effective

response. However, even this suggests a lack of recognition by the civil authorities

of the emerging threats in the new security environment, to which the military may

more readily respond.

Ostensibly, such operations rely on rapid deployment of resources to respond to

recently received intelligence, to perform ‘flying arrests’ and other pre-emptory

actions. As a result of the (sub)urban settings in which many of these operations

occur, containment and isolation of the incident, along with the safety of the

general public are paramount, placing greater emphasis on policing, rather than

military objectives. Public relations must be considered because ‘above all the

government must seek to avoid alienating the support of the mass of the

population’.137 Therefore, operations must be conducted in such a way as to apply

‘proportionality’ and ‘aptness’ in the provision of an appropriate response

commensurate with the threat (in terms of the application of coercive force).138 All

this is not simply to assert that possession of firearms by the authorities is a

prerequisite, and that armed force constitutes some form of panacea with regard to

anti-terrorist operations, but limitation of collateral damage and impact, however

quantified (in terms of ‘normalcy’, material damage or public relations), should not

take precedence above protection of first-responders, operational objectives and

efficiency. In this a ‘hard-policing’ solution is required which could be said to lie

somewhere between regular police procedures and military policing, at the

intersection of the responsibilities and capabilities of both the police and military.

These operations, too, are dissimilar to the Iranian Embassy siege of 1980, where

politically-motivated hostage-taking allowed time to amass resources on-scene in

response to the incident.
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As evidenced at Crumpsall, such threats as biochemical hazards and violent

individuals need to be recognised, and ideally the capabilities installed to address

them in real-time. Crumpsall demonstrates a requirement, as Deane-Drummond has

argued:

to revert to preparations before the event; it is useless to rely on emergency

measures designed ad-hoc after an emergency has developed. The various

forms disorder might take should be appreciated in advance, security units

designated to prepare for them, and tactics and techniques worked out, which

should be tested in rehearsals and exercises.139

However, this will be greatly dependent upon the limitations of manpower and

resources, and the realisation that not every eventuality can be accounted for. Nor

can the scale of future threats be foreseen. MACP provides some compensation, but

not necessarily in terms of threat and threshold recognition. As Hills argues

perceptively: ‘future operations are likely to confront the Army with situations that

require more than a Clausewitzian approach, if they are to be exploited fully. Such

military operations cannot operate in a security vacuum. They must be as aware of

the imperatives of criminality and policing as they are of politics’.140

CONCLUSION

Recent incidents of terrorism have emphasised changes in the security environment,

to which the traditional approach of anti-terrorism, embodied by MACP and the

Iranian Embassy siege, is unaccustomed. Somewhat paradoxically, the MACP

apparatus, and by extension, the traditional approach, constitutes the central strength

and core weakness of the state response to terrorist incidents. It provides a

constitutional solution to the issues of coercive risk and paramilitary activity, which

has been considered ‘deeply alien to British traditions’,141 possibly at the expense of

operational expediency, through the creation of inherent obstacles. Its clear

definition of rights, roles and responsibilities, and differentiation between the

‘criminal justice’ (police) and ‘war’ (military) model of anti-terrorism, are essential

as ‘civilian and legal processes mediate between the military and terror, not least to

prevent the loss of the very freedoms and human rights in whose name [anti]-

terrorist actions are undertaken’.142 Nonetheless, the difficulty in achieving an

appropriate operational balance can be attributed precisely to these definitions, and

the location of MACP between the two counter-insurgency models. The spheres of

influence of the police and military (in terms of enforcement gap capabilities),

intersect over incidents of terrorism, simultaneously reinforcing and diluting

themselves. MACP allows the deployment of expertise based on situational

assessments, and can, in some circumstances, prove extremely effective, as in the

Iranian Embassy siege and Heathrow deployments.

Changes in the security environment have, nevertheless, indicated that the civil

authorities are neither accustomed, nor equipped, to identify and respond to all of

these threats (such as the presence of ricin toxin at Wood Green and Crumpsall),
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which are often perceived to fall below the MACP activation threshold. Such

difficulties have been compounded by the potentially cumbersome mechanics of the

MACP apparatus: friction and inertia resulting from command conflict, and differing

approaches to the task at hand. Ultimately, as Townshend notes, ‘in the grey area

between politics and warfare which terrorism inhabits, it is always likely that actions

will lie outside the experience and repertoire of either the police or the army, and will

need civil-military coordination of a kind that has never been easy to achieve’.143

Addressing the interface between war and crime, the police and military, and

their cooperation in such operations possesses wider implications not only for

existing civil-military relations, but also such considerations as counter-insurgency

strategy and civil contingency-planning. The failure to formulate greater consensus

regarding these issues can, in part, be explained by the secrecy imperatives of

national security, and because there is ‘invariably a time-lag between events and the

development of an effective framework for thinking about them; orientation is rarely

as fast as individuals wish, while institutions invariably move slowly’.144 However,

as Deane-Drummond stated:

it must be emphasised, that the change in role from conventional military

operations to internal security and paramilitary duties is neither rapid nor easy.

Intense, and time consuming, periods of training are required to prepare troops

tactically and psychologically for a role which although less lethal in terms of

overall casualties than conventional war, is equally demanding and

stressful.145

The veracity of these observations, made over three decades ago, clearly contains

much resonance in the new security environment of the early twenty-first century.

They indicate, despite the UK’s long experience and often impressive record of anti-

terrorist operations, the continued challenges ahead in terms of reconciling police

and military imperatives toward serious civil disorder contingencies and conditions

of emergency.
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